Rates 2017-2018
Very High Season
22/12/17 to 01/01/18

BEDROOMS

Single
Double / Twin
Three-Person
Four-Person
Five -Peron

01/11/17 to 21/12/17
07/01/18 to 08/02/18

Week-Ends (Friday and 12/03/18 to 05/04/18
Saturday) JanuaryFebruary
Superior
Superior
Standard
Standard
90 €
95 €
110 €
124 €
/

Breakfast
Breakfast
4 to 12 years old
Animal supplement
Tourist tax
+ 13 Years old
Half-board
Individual
Double Half-board
per person

Middle Seasons

110 €
139 €
159 €
179 €
198 €

80 €
85 €
100 €
115 €
/

12 € in the lounge

High season
01/01/18 to 07/01/18
08/02/18 to 11/03/18
Week-Ends (FridaySaturday)

Superior
Standard

95 €
100 €
110 €
128 €
148 €

84 €
90 €
104 €
120 €
/

100 €
120 €
139 €
159 €
178 €

14 € in your room

9€
8 € per Day
1.00 € per Day and per person

113 €

125 €

94 €

102 €

110 €

121 €

83 €

95 €

74 €

82 €

80€

91 €

*New Year’s Eve Celebrations supplement (Half-board or full-board)
71 € per Person (48 € per Child from 6 à 12 years old)

* New Year’s Eve Celebrations supplement (room only)
111 € per person (70 € per Child from 6 à 12 years old)

Supplement Board : 19 € per day and per person
Studio Standard rate + 30 € per day or + 180 € per week
Discount for child staying in the room with 2 adults
under 3 years old free stay
3 to 5 years old
- 40 %
6 à 11 years old
- 30 %
Over 12 years old
- 20 %
Check in from 4 pm

Check out at 11 am

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1°) RESERVATION : Reservations and modifications of reservation must be confirmed either by e-mail or by
mail. You shall state: the client’s name, dates of the stay, the number of person per room, the children’s age, the
category of room booked and the arrival time.
2°) ARRIVAL and DEPARTURE : A late arrival shall be notified when booking. Check in is guaranteed from
16h00 to 22h30. Check out shall not be later than 11h00. In case of non-respect of the indicated times, extra
charges will be invoiced : 50% of the room’s price until 18h00 and 100% of the room’s price after 18h00.
3°) ROOMS ALLOCATION : We undertake to make our best to answer our client’s request, but we may not
guarantee a specific name of room.
4°) RESERVATION CONDITIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS: Reservations confirmation are taken in count upon
an advanced payment deposit equivalent to 1 night rate for a stay up to 4 night or 30% of the total for a longer
stay. In case of payment by bank transfer, only the net value will be considered as the withdrawal value.
Advanced payment shall be deposited by bank transfer or credit card debit. The transfer order copy, mentioning
the name and the dates of stay, shall be addressed to the hotel by e-mail. If the advanced payment is not done
within 48 hours, the reservation will be automatically cancelled. The advanced payment deposit, automatically,
commits the client to accept, without modification, the general terms and conditions of sale and cancelation.
Preferential rates on combos (B&B, half-board…) shall be considered as inseparable from each other and nonrefundable in case of lack of use. There is no possibility to compensate a lunch by a diner. The invoice for extras
and other expenses shall be paid on site and will be guaranteed beforehand by credit card. Fees of concierge
service are equal to 5% of requested service amount.. Access to the parking is free from 8h00 to 22h30 and upon
a provided password after these hours. Upon arrival, a credit card authorization will be requested in order to
guarantee extra expenses. Specials offers and other promotions are valid at a specific time, non-cumulated and/or
retroactive. Any robbery or damage within the rooms and their patio or in the common areas will be subjected to
a refund by the client. The institution does not allow bringing alcoholic beverages (wine, appetizer, champagne)
from the outside and a corkage fee is not possible. Modification of the booked stay: in case of a shortened stay,
anticipated departure or late arrival, the totality of the stay will be payable. The client is notified that according
to the article L. 121-21-8 12° from the Consumer code, there is no withdrawal right as stated in the article L.
121-21 from the same code. The general conditions of sale at the reserved rate outline the conditions of
cancellation and/of modification.
5°) RESERVATION CONDITIONS FOR GROUPS AND TOUR OPERATORS: The reservation shall be
confirmed in writing with the price estimation signed and stamped mentioning « Agreed and signed ». Advanced
payment deposit is equal to 50% of the stay global value and shall be sent upon booking confirmation with the
reservation being fixed on advanced payment reception. If the advanced payment is not done within 5 days, the
reservation will be automatically cancelled. Advanced payment shall be deposited by bank transfer or credit card
debit. The transfer order copy, mentioning the name and the dates of stay, shall be addressed to the hotel by email. The pro forma invoice shall be deposited at the latest 1 month before client’s arrival. To be reminded that
due to an important number of demands for the same dates, rooms will be granted to the first client sending a
writing agreement and depositing the advanced payment. The client is notified that according to the article L.
121-21-8 12° from the Consumer code, there is no withdrawal right as stated in the article L. 121-21 from the
same code. The general conditions of sale at the reserved rate outline the conditions of cancellation and/of
modification. Any robbery or damage within the rooms and their patio or in the common areas will be subjected
to a refund by the client. The institution does not allow bringing alcoholic beverages (wine, appetizer,
champagne) from the outside and a corkage fee is not possible. Modification of the booked stay: in case of a
shortened stay, anticipated departure or late arrival, the totality of the stay will be payable. The cancellation
policy, here under, for groups is only valid in case of total cancellation of the stay. In case of partial cancellation
(reduction of services, number of rooms or people), the signed estimation will be used as a MINIMUM base for
invoicing on any date.
6°)CANCELLATION POLICY (for individuals) : In case of total or partial cancellation of the stay, the
allowances owed by the client are calculated on the total amount of services previously confirmed and canceled
as follow: − Cancellation between the date of reservation confirmation and 15 days prior arrival : billing of a 35
euros flat rate − Cancellation between 14 and 7 days priori arrival: the advanced payment deposit is retained −

Cancellation between 6 days prior arrival and the date of arrival : billing of 100% of the global stay value
Modification of the booked stay: in case of a shortened stay, anticipated departure or late arrival, the totality of
the stay will be payable. It is advised to our client to possess a travel cancellation insurance to guard against a
potential total or partial cancellation of the stay.
7°) CANCELLATION POLICY (groups and TO) : In case of total or partial cancellation of the stay, the
allowances owed by the client are calculated on the total amount of services previously confirmed and canceled
as follow: − Cancellation between the date of reservation confirmation and 30 days prior arrival : billing of a 35
euros flat rate − Cancellation between 29 days and the date of arrival : billing of 100% of the global stay value
Modification of the booked stay: in case of a shortened stay, anticipated departure or late arrival, the totality of
the stay will be payable.
8°) ADVANCED PAYMENT DEPOSIT: Advanced payment shall be deposited by bank transfer or credit card
debit. The transfer order copy, mentioning the name and the dates of stay, shall be addressed to the hotel by email. In case of payment by bank transfer, only the net value will be considered as the withdrawal value. The
written confirmation of the stay by the client implies the acceptance of the remote debit of the bank card of the
latter. The client will, in no case, guard against any unauthorized use by the institution regarding the advanced
payment deposit.
9°) RATES: The rates can be modified at any time according to the evolution of the operative taxes.
10°) TRAVEL INSURANCE: As the hotel cannot be held responsible for events of all kinds, which may lead to
the cancellation or the modification of the stay, we recommend the purchase of travel insurance. The hotel also
undertakes to provide you with any document proving your financial commitment in the initial stay for any
useful purpose. 11°) REHOUSING: In the event of unavailability or in case of force majeure, the establishment
reserves the possibility to totally or partially accommodate participants in a nearby hotel of equivalent category
for the services of the same nature, the expenses inherent to the transfer remaining to the burden of the
institution, which cannot be sought for payment of any additional compensation. 12°) COMPLAINTS AND
DISPUTES: Any dispute or complaint must be addressed to the hotel by registered letter with acknowledgment
of receipt within 10 days following the departure of the customer.
11°) PRIVACY POLICY: Refer to the web site. Non-contractual document, subject to change.

